
Many residents in Sneedville’s (TN) Cedar Grove community 
 lack access to clean water in their homes. The community 

relies on a local mountain spring to meet their daily needs. 

To access the natural spring’s water, residents created, and continue 
to maintain, a plastic piping system that conveys water down the 
mountain to a public access point, located over a quarter of a mile 
away. The water flows through aboveground piping situated in  
creek beds, as well as over rocky terrain. The pipe carries the water 
into a large, concrete basin located beside Cedar Grove Baptist 
Church. Here, community members can access water through a 
connected hose. 

While this piping system provides local residents with one of life’s 
most precious necessities, it remains problematic. 

The primary concern with this water source is the threat of bacteria. 
The dangers of these contaminants are particularly harmful for the 
community’s newborns and the elderly. 

A local United Methodist initiative, the Jubilee Project, has worked  
to address the many issues that affect the water quality and its  
delivery system for residents in Cedar Grove. A mutual contact 
connected the Jubilee Project to Dr. Greg Harrell, director of 
Milligan’s engineering programs. 

The water project in Sneedville began modestly through junior Bo 
Pless’ desire to research engineering and water systems.

“I’ve always been interested in engineering’s connection to water, 
and at Milligan, I have the ability to connect my academic interests 
to service opportunities,” said Pless. “In discussing research options, 
Professor Harrell connected me to the Jubilee Project’s work.” 

Once Milligan engineering connected with the Jubilee Project, the 
student research team quickly grew. Now, over a year into the project, 
five students and four faculty are involved. The student research 
team consists of rising junior Nathan Baker, of the United Kingdom; 
rising junior Josh Clemens, of Blountville; rising senior Zula Coley, 
of Johnson City; rising senior Doc Maines, of Bluff City; and rising 
senior Bo Pless, of Elizabethton. In addition to Harrell, other faculty 
involved include Dr. Jeff Giesey, Dr. Landon Holbrook, and Dr. 
Hongyou Lu. 

“I wanted to work on 
a research project that 
focused on missions,”  
said Maines. “Bo was pursuing this 
project and I jumped at the opportunity to work with him. I 

expected to see issues about access to water on mission trips abroad; I 
didn’t realize similar issues are facing communities near us.”

The group has taken several trips to Cedar Grove to assess the current 
system, analyze the problems, and determine the best solutions. They 
meet weekly to discuss the different tasks they are working on in their 
research and in the lab. 

Upon traveling to Sneedville, the group has returned with several 
water samples to test. Their tests revealed that Cedar Grove’s  
water contained bacteria, and the team worked to identify the  
sources of the bacteria in the water, as well as find methods to  
reduce contamination. 

“To treat the water, we created a plan to place filters within the storage 
basin that will help eliminate bacteria and germs,” explained Pless. 
“UV light effectively eradicates bacteria; however, the water has to be 
clear for this to work.”

“Bacteria like to hide,” chimed in junior Clemens. “If there are 
any dirt particles, the bacteria can hide and the UV light is not as 
effective. We decided to insert two separate particle filters into the 
basin to ensure that the water is clear.” 

The students acknowledge that while they didn’t build the filtration 
system parts, they researched and tested the filters to ensure that their 
installation works effectively for the people of Cedar Grove.

“This project applies what we are learning to a real issue in the world,” 
said Baker. “Knowing that our research and work impacts people’s 
lives is why I chose Milligan’s engineering program.”
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The friendship between seniors Andi Lamb, of Chuckey, and 
Kellee Geren, of Cleveland, began when they connected as lab 

partners in their first chemistry class at Milligan. 

“We have been lab partners in the majority of our classes over the 
years,” reflected Lamb. “We really balance each other out in the lab 
and enjoy working together.”

When given the opportunity to pursue a mentored research project, 
they knew they wanted to work together on a project with Dr. Kristen 
Mudrack, assistant professor of chemistry.

“Professor Mudrack has impacted us both in the classroom and 
outside,” said Geren. “She’s more than a professor for her students. She 
takes the time to invest in us and you don’t feel like you are just  
a student.”

In discussing their research interests, Mudrack connected them  
to an intercollegiate database of research focused on antibiotics 
 used by Cystic Fibrosis (CF) patients.

CF is a genetic disorder that causes damage to patient’s lungs, 
pancreas, and digestive systems. The disorder causes thick mucus to 
form in individuals’ lungs, and this causes, among other problems, 
persistent bacterial infections throughout CF patients’ lives.
Antibiotics become a part of daily life for individuals with CF, as  
they help fight against infections. Over time, bacteria becomes  
more resistant.

Multiple colleges and universities, including Milligan, IUPUI, Goshen 
College, and Colorado College, have collaborated over the years to 
create a database on novel compounds that work  
best as antibiotics.

For the past year, Lamb and Geren created and tested 18 dipeptide 
antibiotics in the lab.

“Our research involved synthesizing and testing new antibiotic 
compounds that could be used against particular bacteria for  
CF patients,” said Lamb. “In the lab, we used solid-phase  
peptide synthesis, a process we became interested in during  
organic chemistry.”

For their research, Lamb and Geren placed a solid, insoluble resin into 
a vial of liquid. They attached two different amino acids—organic 

compounds that form 
proteins—together to create 
the final antibiotic.  After 
the dipeptide antibiotic 
was formed, they removed 
it from the resin to test 
its effectiveness against 
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, a 
common bacteria that infects 
the lungs of CF patients.  

“One method we used to 
evaluate the effectiveness of 

our compound involved color,”  
said Geren. “After treating the bacteria with 

the antibiotic we created, we observed the color of the  
liquid in the vial. If the liquid turned a dark purple, it  
meant that this compound was not effective at killing the 

bacteria. The clearer the liquid, the more effective the compound 
would be as an antibiotic.”

The compounds selected and tested by Lamb and Geren were slightly 
effective against removing bacteria.

“The antibiotics that CF patients currently use work effectively, and 
in our research, testing those compounds as controls leaves the liquid 
clear,” said Geren. “The compounds we chose to test left a slight 
purple color. We came to the conclusion that this compound might 
work in the future if it was included in a different combination.”

Lamb and Geren appreciated the experience 
to research an issue affecting people’s 
lives. They also enjoyed testing antibiotic 
compounds that were less researched.

“We were not sure what the results would 
be, and we were learning along the way,” 
said Geren. “It was nice to participate in 
research where we were using scientific 
methods to discover something new.”

Next year, rising senior Hannah Rodgers 
and rising junior Madison Blanton will 
continue this research at Milligan. As they 
prepare to enter the lab next year, they  
have appreciated learning from these  
seniors’ experiences.
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Jarod Blazo, of De Soto, Kansas, decided to put his skills to the test. 
As a double major in computer science and information systems, 

this rising junior wanted to balance his academic studies with practical 
experience. With guidance from Dr. Carolyn Carter, professor and 
associate dean, Blazo decided to apply for an internship with Siemens 
in Johnson City.

“Several Milligan students have interned or now work at Siemens,” 
shared Blazo. “I knew it was a great atmosphere for receiving hands-
on training that would directly relate to my studies.”

Blazo applied for a programming internship, however in his  
interview, Blazo became captivated with the opportunity to test 
computer programs.

“They offered me an internship in testing their new programming,” 
said Blazo. “I’m glad their staff took the time to help me find a great 
fit for my internship. I wasn’t as familiar with this area beforehand, 
but I have really enjoyed learning these skills.”

At Siemens, Blazo functions as a first customer for new  
programming, and he explores it extensively. His task is to find  
any mistakes or glitches.

“I get to be creative,” said Blazo. “My role allows me to explore their 
programs fully, and this in-depth examination makes me a better 
programmer as well.”

 

Blazo appreciates the experiences Milligan exposes him to in the 
classroom and in the real-world.

“My professors emphasize and help us find practical experiences to 
strengthen what we are learning in the classroom,” said Blazo. “At 
Siemens, I am the youngest intern in the office, and I am grateful for 
the exposure I have received early on as a college student.”

Kathryn Kenneson, of Johnson  
 City, discovered her passion 

for teaching while working at a 
refugee resettlement agency in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. After 
receiving her bachelor’s degree 
in math and humanities at 
Milligan, she decided to take  
a gap year before graduate  

school and taught English  
to refugee families. 

“I really enjoyed this experience and 
it affirmed my interest in pursuing a career in education,” said 
Kenneson. “While I was in Indiana, Milligan’s teacher education 
programs announced the addition of a dual licensure English as a 
Second Language (ESL) program. It made me excited that I could 
pursue my interests in teacher education, math, and ESL at my  
alma mater.”
 

Kenneson is currently completing her Master of Education (M.Ed.) 
at Milligan. She is preparing to become a secondary math teacher, 
and she will graduate with the ESL endorsement. Her graduate 
degree will meet two highly sought after criteria for schools, locally 
and beyond. Currently, she is the only graduate student pursuing 
both, secondary math and ESL.

While others may disconnect science and math from the liberal arts 
and language, Milligan allowed Kenneson to pursue both and fully 
appreciate their relevance while she was an undergraduate student. 
Those connections have only strengthened during graduate school, 
especially once Kenneson began student teaching.

“I was teaching algebra and geometry to ninth grade students this 
semester, and I had several students in my classes where English was 
not their first language,” she shared. “While there is not as much 
reading and writing in math courses, there are still barriers for these 
students. Milligan taught me to be more specific about how to teach 
vocabulary or strategies to tackle word problems, so the language in 
math is explicitly taught.”

For Kenneson, these approaches benefit everyone in the class, and 
they make her a more relatable and proficient teacher. 

“I love math, and Milligan’s M.Ed. program is teaching me how 
to teach math in a way that shows that I am invested in all of my 
students,” emphasized Kenneson. “Thanks to Milligan’s faculty, I feel 
very prepared as an educator.”
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